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Good morning! It's early Tuesday morning, the sun is
finally out after what seems like a few weeks of rain,
the birds are active and chatty and my coffee drip is
slowly starting to kick in. It's fixing to be a good day. 

April  closed  out  with  an  amazing  set  by  Seattle's
Tacocat over at the Pinhook and then crashed headfirst
into  the  busyness  of  May.  Two  festivals  consumed
downtown Durham while  countless  anti-HB2 rallies
rippled  through  the  area.  Over  in  Raleigh  some
buddies have organized a  literal  Air  Horn Orchestra
that  meets  every  Wednesday  night  in  front  of  the
governor's mansion as a form of peaceful protest. Real
drums  and  brass  horn-blowers  have  been  steadily
showing up to add to the tin can compositions, so it's

becoming  quite  the  non-musical  instrumental  event.
Footage is up on YouTube of the protesters and they
even started a Bandcamp page to help fund-raise. I've
already  collected  “Performance  No.  5”  and  it's  a
marvelously  bright  excursion  into  experimental
protest-drone™. And it's all total legal. Look into it if
you're intrigued.

Both  locally-grown  Art  Of  The  Cool  and  recently-
transplanted Moogfest turned downtown Durham into
an exciting flood of great music and people just two
weekends removed from each other. It felt great to see
things so active and positive inside and outside of the
festivals those weekends. Just in the month of May I
got  to  add  Kamasi  Washington,  Anderson  Paak,
Nicholas Payton,  Julia Holter,  Sunn 0))),  GZA, Tim
Hecker, Daniel Lanois and more to my show lists and
I only had to drive about two miles from the house.
Now we've got Hopscotch looming over our heads and
the lineup for that is one of the best yet. Television!
William Basinski! Coathangers! Erykah Badu!

And  speaking  of  things  to  look  forward  to  –  our
AotMC band is playing a stripped down set at the shop
on 5/31 before their show at the Local 506. Can't wait
for that! As always, thanks for reading!!!! love, chaz.



A GIANT DOG
Pile LP/CD
This month we're gonna crank things back up again.
Texas garage punks A Giant Dog just made the jump
to the Triple A minors from the Class A's with their
third release  Pile out this month on Merge Records.
The  two  releases  that  preceded  it,  Fight and  Bone
(seeing a theme in the album names here?), were both
released  on  the  great  underground  Chicago  garage
label  Tic  Tac  Totally  (So  Cow,  OBN  IIIs,  Useless
Eaters, The Moonhearts, etc.) and, no different from
their latest, both were slabs of fiery, feral rock'n'roll.
Songwriters Sabrina Ellis & Andrew Cashen originally
formed the band with  Orville  Neeley,  frontman and
songwriter  for  the  OBN IIIs,  after  the  three  moved
from Houston  to  Austin,  TX.  They'd  been  in  bands
together  throughout  high  school  back  in  Houston
where they got their chops covering AC/DC, Joan Jett
and the Ramones at school dances. If you're listening
as you read this, their sound is starting to make a little

more sense now, right? The Thin Lizzy influence runs
pretty deep in both bands as well. Needless to say, the
bait and hook of r'n'r was already mastered as the band
was  writing  their  first  record.  If  this  story  sounds
familiar, it should. It's how all great bands starting in
the late 60s got their start. Do your awkward time and
great things could go on to happen.

Neeley left a bit ago to focus on OBN IIIs and A Giant
Dog has since morphed into a powerhouse five piece.
As Merge announced their singing and the impending
album, the label also slipped out a video. It was a live
recording with amazing audio of their standout track
“Sleep When Dead.” Ellis struts, grimaces, pouts and
sweats like some of the best vocalists I've witnessed
and the band piles up near-rupturing levels of pressur-
ized steam behind her.  The build is  maddening,  but
Ellis  and  Cashen  hit  the  release  valve  with  their
choruses just before the tension hits peak level.  The
lyrics are steeped in a spent / misspent view of youth
that  comes  with  the  acknowledgment  that  you  can't
slow time down.  You stay ahead of  it  or  it's  gonna
swallow ya up. On “Sex & Drugs” Ellis slyly belts in
the build “Cause I'm too old to die young / I can't even
remember  being  young”  in  the  most  anthemic  way
you'll ever sing along to lyrics like that. That's some
existential  rockstar-thought  right  there  and  it's
delivered with conviction and concession.  With  Pile
the band has created a timeless rock album. You'll get
Dazed & Confused-esque flashes of nostalgia as the
album crashes along and that's something powerful.



WHITE LUNG
Paradise LP/CD
Vancouver's  White  Lung  returns
with  their  fourth  LP of  anthemic
punk and it's a kicker like all  the
rest.  The  vocals  soar  and  guitars
sputter and wail in trebly blasts...so
if  sweat  and sing-alongs are your
thing, you're all set up here. A little
frustrated with getting compared to
"dated bands," the band set out to
record an album "that sounded like
it  was made in 2016." While that
does seem to be the case – the new
album has a slightly more dynamic
sound  and  it's  not  as  go-for-the-
throat  –  I  still  don't  think  they're
going to be able to break from the
comparisons  to  90s  rock.  Grunge
and  '77-style  punk  revival  is  in
their DNA whether it's intentional
or not. Maybe they're frustrated or
inspired  by  the  same  things  that
frustrated  and  inspired  those
songwriters...or  maybe,  reversely,
they're content in the same ways…
however you spin it, it sounds like
their  songwriting  is  coming  from
the  same  places  whether  it  was
recorded  today  or  yesterday.
There's  a  great  interview  with
Annie  Clark  (aka  St.  Vincent)

posted to their site,  which is well
worth the read when you find the
time.  If  you  liked  "Drown  The
Monster"  off  their  last  album  or
"Bag"  off  the  record  before  that,
this album is packed with anthems
that  stand arm in arm with those.
Paradise is  tightly  wound  with
plenty of heft and release scorched
into  it.  Recommended.  (Domino
Recording Co., London, UK) -CM

KYLE CRAFT
Dolls Of Highland LP/CD
Randy  Newman  /  Harry  Nilsson
songwriter rock is about to swing
back into full fashion (again). Craft
is one of Sub Pop's newest signees
and the label just released his debut
record. Judging from the amount of
push they've angled up behind him,
they're quite excited for this fella –
and rightly so,  given he swings a
powerful  hook.  Maybe  they're
hoping  he'll  be  their  next  Father
John  Misty?  With  his  quirk  and
pop  sensibility?  Regardless,  the
songwriter  has  saddled  up  to  a
roiling raggish piano and crooned
guitar  licks  with a touch o'  glam.
It's bombastic at times, sentimental
and fun. It'll make for a good after-

hours party record.  Toss  'er  on at
2AM as the usual crowd starts  to
get  a  little  mumbly  and  stumbly.
(Sub Pop, Seattle, WA) -CM

CATE LE BON
Crab Day LP/CD
Let's  give it  up for  Cate Le Bon.
She's  released  three  great  guitar
records since 2010, one of which I
think  was  the  biggest  sleeper
classic  of  2013  ('Mug  Museum').
Last  year,  she  moved  from from
Wales  to  Los  Angeles  to  start  a
band with Tim Presley (DRINKS),
who made the most fun, art-psych
record  of  2014.  The  playful,
woodshed  experimentation  of
DRINKS  informs  her  latest  solo
release on Drag City, but the music
has  a  minimal,  formalist  side  as
well.  It's  all  funky,  weird,  slinky,
guitar music with vocals similar to
Nico  or  Stereolab,  but  I'm  using
those comparisons loosely; Cate Le
Bon is an expressive musician that
deserves  her  own  definitions.
(Drag City Records,  Chicago,  IL)
-NS

[Ed. Note: Listen to Le Bon's collab with
White Fence's Tim Presley – DRINKS.]



OSCAR
Cut And Paste LP/CD
If  there  was  ever  a  candidate  for
the sugary indie album of the year,
it's  Oscar's  Cut  &  Paste.  Oscar's
debut  showcases  his  catchy,
deadpan,  British  delivery  and  a
knack  for  punchy  arrangements
and  big  hooks  (check  out
"Sometimes"  or  "Breaking  My
Phone").  It's  all  delivered  with
clarity and a big, dumb grin on a
bright and blue summer afternoon.
At  10  tracks  in  32  minutes,  with
several  songs  refined  from  10+
years of DIY releases, it plays like
a greatest hits. RIYL: Radio Dept,
Elastica,  Jens  Lekman,  Weezer.
(Wichita Recordings, London, UK)
-NS

IMARHAN
Imarhan LP/CD
Imharhan  is  a  young  group  of
Tuareg  musicians  from  Southern
Algeria who play a newer brew of

the droning desert  blues music of
the Sahara. Injecting modern styles
picked up from the internet while
growing up, the band tweaks their
area's  traditional  nomadic  music
with a new bend. Like Tinariwen,
Bombino and the more DIY-centric
releases of Mdou Moctar (and the
Music From Saharan Cell Phones
comps  on  Sahel  Sounds  that  first
brought  him  to  our  attention),
Imarhan  plays  a  loose,  laid-back
music  given  to  drift.  Being  born
from  the  sounds  grown  in  the
deserts,  the  band does  draw from
traditional dusty grooves & scales
and  uses  propulsive  African
rhythms,  but  the  songs  are  also
written  with  the  influence  that
comes  from being  brought  up  on
modern  pop  and  rock.  That  is  to
say, the melodies are inset with just
enough pop to keep new stateside
listeners tuned in and propped up.
The  band  navigates  the  groove,
creating  and  riding  that  current,
and  lets  the  guitars  ripple  and
twist. It can get a little jammy, yes,
but that ain't a bad thing here. It's
easy to get lost somewhere in the
flow. To give you an idea of their
melding  sounds,  the  band  has
already been taken out on tour with
both Tinariwen & Kurt Vile. (City
Slang, Berlin, Germany) -CM

TWIN PEAKS
Down In Heaven LP/CD
The Rolling Stones vibe is  heavy
on  the  Chicago  rock  band's  third
album. It's  always been there,  but
the brashness is toned down just a
bit while the ballads are turned up.
Their  swagger  and  punch  is  still
intact  mind  you,  it's  just  that  the
songwriting is more refined. More
direct.  The  energy  from  their
teenaged recklessness that splatted
them  onto  the  charts  in  the  first
place  is  refocused  into  craft.  It
reminds me of the change that the
Black  Lips  went  through  as  they
bumped from Bomp Records to In
The  Red.  There's  still  a  loose
charm, but it's tightened. The band
has   the  awareness  that  they  can

Pictured above: Cate Le Bon



actually write great songs. Anyone
remember the Mystery Girls? If it
were 2002, this would be on In The
Red  Records.  Fun  spin.  (Grand
Jury, New York, NY) -CM

KAITLYN AURELIA SMITH
Ears LP/CD
One of my favorites releases from
2016,  Kaitlyn  Aurelia  Smith's
aptly-named Ears starts off sound-
ing  like  you've  just  turned  on  a
nature documentary from the 80's.
Slowly,  synthetic  and  organic
instrumentation and voices bubble
to the surface and songs emerge in
an array of sound that manages to
be  experimental  and  accessible  at
the  same  time.  RIYL:  Aurthur
Russell, The Knife, Suzanne Ciani.
(Western Vinyl, Austin, TX) -NS

HOWLING HEX
Denver LP/CD
I've long been a fan of Royal Trux,
Pussy  Galore  and  most  of  Neil
Michael  Hagerty's  other  musical
transgressions.  I'll  stock  and  sell
his new releases when they come
out  –  which  is  often  these  days
thanks to Drag City – but it's been
a second since I've truly fallen for
one of them. Don't get me wrong,
they're  all  good  and  they're  all
most  certainly  interesting,  but
they've all been just a little too far
past my threshold for the anxious
and  frazzled  of  late.  Denver is
easily  manic,  but  it's  mania  is  a
little more palatable. The weird is
grungier  and  the  fried  is  a  little
more rock-traditional on his latest.
Hagerty  raves  up  some  carnival-

istic garage-psych ditties,  but cuts
'em  with  a  couple  spaced-guitar
ramblers to ease ya back a bit. It's
oddly reminiscent  of  agitated  90s
indie rock on a few songs too. It's
strange,  as  we've  come  to  expect
from the man, and it's loose in all
the right  ways,  so I  gotta say it's
hitting my nerve for something in
the new rock vein at the moment.
That is to say, it's not trying to hard
and it's still winning me over pretty
heavy. Is it a Fugs or Holy Modal
Rounders  for  the  grunge  class??
Maybe  so.  I'll  be  tuning  in  for
more editions of this vibe if this is
where he's at. (Drag City, Chicago,
IL) -CM

BONNY BILLY
More Revery LP
Back in 2000, just after releasing I
See  A  Darkness,  Bonnie  'Prince'
Billy recorded a short set of covers
for  a  limited  mailorder  series  on
the  Temporary  Residence  label
titled  Travels  In  Constants.  The
CDEPs were mailed out  and then
never revisited apparently. So now,
for its "15th Anniversary," the label
has pressed the EP to vinyl for the
first  time  and  expanded  the  set
with  six  more  live  tracks.  The
original EP is on the A-side while
the  new  tracks  are  neatly  tucked
away on  the  flip.  The  covers  are
songs  by  John  Phillips  (The
Mamas &  Papas),  PJ Harvey,  Bill

Pictured above: Howling Hex in Denver
Photo by Tom Murphy



Withers, The Renderers, John Holt
and  Tim  McGraw.  His  band  had
been  touring  the  songs,  so  they
were able to lay the covers down to
tape live, all  in one take, on their
return home in Oldham's brother's
studio. The songs ended up on the
EP in the order they were recorded
as they were recorded. Even for the
non-completist  Will  Oldham  /
Bonnie 'Prince' Billy fan, this is an
solid spin. The covers are touching
and potentially give a little glimpse
into Oldham's influences, while the
live tracks on the B side contain an
attractive power in his then touring
band.  Worth  picking up  for  those
curious.  (Temporary  Residence
Ltd, Brooklyn, NY) -CM

LITHICS
Borrowed Floors LP
This month's gratuitous DIY post-
punk  review.  Lithics  are  a
Portland,  OR  four  piece  with  a
trimmed  down,  minimalist
approach to art punk. Their sound
is  fractured  and  wiry  with  cold-
delivered female vocals and a tight,
repetitive rhythm section. The band
formed in late 2014, released a 7-
song demo cassette in the summer
of 2015 and offered up their debut
LP just a month back on Portland's
Water Wing Records. Hardly out of
place  next  to  your  Fall,  Wire,
Pylon  and  Young  Marble  Giants
records,  these  recordings  could
easily  be  mistaken  for  something
plucked out of the first wave of no

wave  /  art-punk in  the  early 80s.
Only 300 have been pressed so far
and  the  packaging  includes  a  12
page  photo  zine.  I'm  looking
forward to hearing more from this
somewhat  mysterious  northwest
group. (Water Wing, Portland, OR)
-CM

BRICE RANDALL BICKFORD
Paro LP
*AWESOME LOCAL LP ALERT*
Cosmic,  wandering  singer-song-
writer in the vein of Bill Callahan,
but  also  80's  slow-jammers  like
Talk  Talk  and  Blue  Nile.  It  all
sounds  like  walking  around  the
Grand  Canyon  at  dusk  and  there
are lush details everywhere in the
production,  aided  by  local  studio
wizard Scott Solter (The Mountain
Goats,  Spoon,  Superchunk,  etc.),
guitarist  Ash  Bowie  (Polvo)  and
arranger / keyboardist Alex Lazara

(Prayers & Tears of Arthur Digby
Sellers). 500 pressed. (self-release,
Durham, NC) -NS

OLIVIA WYATT & THE 
BITCHIN BAJAS
Sailing A Sinking Ship LP+DVD
Hot  off  the  fins  of  the  Bajas'
marvelously  airy  collaboration
with  Bonnie  'Prince'  Billy,  comes
another symbiotic exploration with
filmmaker Olivia Wyatt.  The film
(included w/ the LP) is a feature-
length doc on the seafaring Moken
people  of  Burma & Thailand and
was  already  completed  when  the
Bajas  were  approached  to  create
the soundtrack. The group weaved
together audio elements of the film
with  their  bubbling,  stretched
synthesizers,  thus  creating  a
hypnotic,  relaxing  blend  of  field
recordings  &  instrumental  space.
(Drag City, Chicago, IL) -CM



I could have done Moogfest better.
The  festival  just  wrapped its  first
year  in  Durham  following  a  big
move  from  Asheville  and  it  was
truly impressive. Most of us locals
were  skeptical  and maybe  even a
little  snobby  towards  it  as  it
ramped up, and sure it came with a
few faults, but I'm already anxious
for  next  year.  The  city  filled  up
with  new  faces
and  the  streets
overflowed  and
nearly  choked
with  energy  and
excitement.  The
shop  was  busy
and I got to meet
label friends who
I've  only  known
through  the  so-
cial  medias.   It's
always  great  to
finally put a face
to  an  email  or
handle. It's oddly
rare.

Thursday night rolled around and I
was already off to a late start. As I
grabbed  my wristband,  I  realized
FLOATING POINTS was already
hitting the stage down at Motorco.
I cut my losses on one of the acts I
was  super  curious  about  and
headed  straight  to  the  Carolina
Theatre  to  secure  a  close-to-the-
front  seat  for  JULIA  HOLTER.
She  was  amazing.  Captivating.  It
was a simple set up with a cellist /
bassist  to her left,  violinist  to her
right, drummer to the back and the
songwriter  up  front  with  a  bright
red Korg keyboard. Her voice live
reaches heights even brighter than

the records. If she comes anywhere
near you, the ticket price is worth
whatever  they're  charging.  I  may
have  kicked  off  the  festival  with
the  most  memorable  set.  Later  I
heard  the  the  POINTS set  was  a
great jammy version of their stellar
'n'  strange  new  electro-kraut-jazz
album  on  David  Byrne's  Luaka
Bop  label.  The  unbearably  hard
decision to miss SILVER APPLES
had to be made and lived with in
order to catch all of HOLTER's set.
It  was  decidedly  well  worth  it.  I
wandered across the street to The
Armory  for  a  few  moments  of
laptop DJ QRION's bombastic set
before  dipping  back  towards  the
Carolina to settle in for a set titled

ARTHUR  RUSSELL'S  INSTRU-
MENTALS  as  directed  by  Peter
Gordon. It was subdued and maybe
a little long in the tooth at  times,
but I'm glad I stopped in. To see a
stage  of  seasoned  musicians  pay
tribute  to  a  brilliant  composer  /
musician who I've only just begun
to  scratch  the  surface  of,  was
enlightening. It was jazzy, dancey,
poppy and sentimental all at once.
DANIEL  LANOIS  was  up  next
and I had no intention of missing
him so  I  slouched down into  my
seat. It was strange and wonderful.
The  man  swung  from  beautiful
heart-wrenching Americana sound-
scape drones on a distorted pedal

steel  to  ear-piercing  live  mixed
textured  noise  pieces.  I  was  so
confused  and happy and  grinning
by the time  I  stumbled  back  into
the late spring night.

Due to unplanned circumstances I
missed Friday night. Which means
I missed GROUPER. Goddammit.

Once again, I was slow to collect
myself after work and got out later
than  anticipated  Saturday night.  I
made  it  into  the  parking  lot  of
Motorco,  dubbed  Motorco  Park
just in time to get a beer and stake
my place in the crowd for my first
time  seeing  SUNN  0))).  It  was
riveting. Epic. It was all the things

you  hear  and
there  was  more
fog than I've ever
seen  at  a  show
(pictured  here).
At  times  it  was
beautiful  and
then shortly after
it  was  terrifying.
It  was great.  My
bones  vibrated
and  I  felt  like  I
could  almost
choke  on  the
sounds they were
so  blaringly

physical. Friends on porches from
literally  two  or  three  miles  away
claimed  they  could  hear  it  and  I
fully believe it.  I  was able to run
back  up  the  street  to  catch  TIM
HECKER  for  about  10  intense
minutes  before  returning  to  the
Park  for  GZA and  his  live  band.
They  were  outstanding.  His
connection  with  the  crowd  was
maybe the best I saw all weekend.
The  barrier  between  crowd  and
performer  wore  thin  and  he  had
everyone right there with him.

So yeah, I coulda done better. But I
was awed by every single thing I
saw.





Did everyone notice that the DICK
DIVER reissues  were released on
Trouble In Mind this month?? New
Start  Again (2011)  and  Calendar
Days (2013) have both only been
available as Australian imports up
until now. Collect 'em up!

TIM HEIDECKER of  Tim & Eric
just  released  a  rather  amazing
country  /  soft  rock  LP  of  all
original songs. On the surface the
songs  are  surprisingly  laid-back
and catchy,  very 70s-ish, but then
the  lyrics  start  setting  in...and  it
gets great. “I Saw Nicholas Cage”
is as good as any song will get this
year.

Thanks  to  Drag  City  Records,
there's  now  more  archival  RED
KRAYOLA  material  to  get  our
hands  on.  The  avant  psych-rock
band, who arguably inspired fellow
Texans  the  13th Floor  Elevators
back  in  the  mid-60s  and  whose
frontman briefly played with Pere
Ubu in the mid-80s, recorded Baby
& Child Care in 1984 somewhere
around  London.  The  bizarrely
funky,  dubby,  weird  rock  record
went unreleased until now. You can
now own it. Maybe do?

Returning this month, haunted-folk
songwriter  MARISSA  NADLER
released  her  9th record  Strangers.
It's  her  second  for  Sacred  Bones
Records.

Mississippi  Records  went  whole
hog  last  month  with  their  newest
collection of original Alan Lomax
recordings.  It's  a  6LP  set  called
ROOT HOG OR DIE. The subtitle
is “100 Songs, 100 Years.” May be
their crack at creating something as

lofty  as  Harry  Smith's  Anthology
Of  American  Folk  Music?  Who
knows. But it's pretty amazing.

Scuzzy young garage  punks  THE
HUNCHES  are  back!  Kind  of.
Someone  went  and  found  an
entirely  unreleased  album  that
actually pre-dates their debut for In
The  Red  Records  –  the  amazing
Yes.  No.  Shut  It. LP  from  2002.
Want to get amped up, swing your
arms  around  primate-style  and
annoy your neighbors?? This slab's
for you! I miss this band.

BOWIE's iconic Changesonebowie
'best of' LP is officially remastered
and back into print as of last week.
One half are on clear vinyl and one
half  are  on  black.  Seems  like  a
cheap way to make fans buy two
copies. I'm sure it was the gateway
album for lots of fans though – it
certainly was for me. I'm happy to
have  it  on  the  floor  again,  cheap
tricks or not.

SO SO GLOS have a new one out!
I saw these energetic New Yorkers
open for Titus Andronicus a couple
years back and I was converted for
life. It's a bit throwback-cheesy in
a Rancid kind of way, but I'm very
okay with that. It's fun. They may
be pulling one over on me if it's all
an act, but I have no problems with
that.  They were  apparently main-
stays at Shea Stadium back in the
DIY space's heyday.

Square-lookin' powerpopper MIKE
ADAMS  released  Casino  Drone
last week. He's got a cleancut, 70s
vibe going and cranks out  catchy
hit  after  catchy  hit  of  saccharine
pop rockers. Don't be fooled, he's a
hip dude.

ANGRY  ANGLES!  One  of  Jay
Reatard's best bands was a twitchy
new wave punk project he had with
Alix  Brown  of  The  Lids  outta

Atlanta.  Holy  cow.  Fast,  catchy,
memorable.  They  released  three
45s  and  fizzled.  Scattered  to  the
wind.  In  reality  the  two  were  a
couple  that  didn't  last,  so  neither
did the band.  Goner's  LP collects
the  three  singles  with  unreleased
tracks  and demos.  It  is  very  very
good.  The  label  has  been  teasing
this  release  for  some  time  and
some  of  us  have  been  eagerly
waiting.  Listen  to  “Things  Are
Moving.”  Following these record-
ings, he would go on to sign with
Matador  and  release  his  2009
nervous-pop  masterpiece  Watch
Me Fall.

Need another dose of pop punk??
MEAN JEANS just released a new
LP.  With  Tight  New  Dimension,
they've  made  the  jump  from
Dirtnap to Fat Wreck Chords (Fat
Mike from NOFX's label) and it's
ready to  be  one  of  your  summer
roadtrippin'  records.  Fun & dumb
is their game.

Paradise  of  Bachelors  hit  another
one out of the park with their latest
reissue. TERRY ALLEN's legend-
ary Juarez was just brought back to
life  for  the  first  time  since  1975.
It's a murder ballad concept record
rooted in outlaw country. He ran in
circles  with  Guy  Clark,  Townes
Van Zandt and the like. If you're a
fan of Jim Thompson novels, give
this songwriter  a shot.  Each track
is a chapter in the story.

Ever  heard  a  yoiker?  Ash  Inter-
national  of  the  UK  released  a
collection  of  field-recorded  per-
formances  by  traditional  Norwe-
gian yoiker ÁNDE SOMBY back
in January.  If you need an altern-
ative to yodeling, look it up.

BRITTA PHILLIPS  (Luna,  Dean
& Britta) just put out a stunner solo
LP  in  the  vein  of  Nico  &  Lee
Hazlewood. Listen to it.



thank you...


